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The nonlinear interaction of two elastic waves at frequenciesfl and f2 in an elastically nonlinear
material can give rise to a collimatedwave at the differencefrequencyfl --f2. Becausethe amplitude of a
difference frequency beam is proportional to the degree of elastic nonlinearity of the material through
which it passes,amplitude should be higher in a material containing microcracks such as rock than it is
in uncracked materials such as metals, single crystals, or water in which nonlinear elastic interactions
have previously been observed. The "nonlinear signal" is important for investigating the nonlinear
properties of rocks. Such a beam has already proved useful as a low-frequency acoustic source in water
and may ultimately be useful in geophysical exploration. In this paper, our observations of nonlinear
signal generation in experiments with crystalline rocks are presented. Three criteria must be fulfilled in
such experiments to establish that nonlinear interactions take place in the rock and not in the associated
experimental apparatus: (1) The frequency of the observed nonlinear signal must precisely equal the

differencefrequencyAf=fx

-f:,

(2) the amplitude of the nonlinear signal must be proportional to the

product of the amplitudes of the primary beams, and (3) the trajectory of the nonlinear signal, which is a
function of the input trajectories, wave types, frequencies,and rock velocities, must match that predicted
by theory. We observed signals that satisfy the above three criteria in the frequency range from 0.1 to 1.0
MHz.

INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear elastic properties and their effects have received
considerable study in the field of acoustics. Westervelt [1963]
showed that two near-source, collinear (i.e., parallel), highfrequency "carrier" waves could interact to produce sound
with frequenciesequal to the sum and difference of the highfrequency carriers while retaining a radiation pattern characteristic of the carriers. The radiation pattern, formed when two
monochromatic collinear carriers were injected into an elastically nonlinear medium, was shown to be similar to the pattern caused by a long linear array of signal sources in the
medium itself. The collinear configuration has been called an
end fire or parametric array by Bellin and Beyer [1962], who
produced evidence showing parametric array formation in
water-filled tanks and in air. Muir and Willette [ 1972] demonstrated that the far-field radiation pattern of the beams at the
sum and difference frequenciescreated by a parametric array
was narrow and had no side lobes. Unterberger et al. [1981]
conductedexperimentsof parametric array formation in a salt

dome. The signal at the differencefrequencyAris of particular
interest since its amplitude decaysmore slowly with distance
becauseof its longer wavelength.Thus despite the fact that the
energy conversionfrom the primary input beams to the difference frequency beam is inefficient [Taylor and Rollins, 1964],
the combined effectsof collimation and lower spatial attenuation produce a useful low-frequency acoustic source; exploitation of nonlinear beam generation has led to develCopyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union.

opment of new technologiesin echo sounding [Nichols, 1971],
underwater communications, and probing of shallow sediments beneath water [Muir, 1976].
In experiments by other workers, the acoustic medium has
been a uniform, uncracked material such as water, salt, metal,

glass, or single crystals in which the nonlinearity arises primarily from the nonlinear elasticity of the material itself I-Hiki
and Mukai, 1973]. We have used rocks, which are inherently
much more nonlinear than the above mentioned

materials,

because rocks contain numerous microcracks that give rise to
large changes of velocity with pressure [Birch, 1960]. In geophysics, elastic nonlinearity has usually been studied in connection with equations of state in which nonlinear contributions appear as third-order or higher terms in the elastic
free energy expansion. These higher-order contributions are
much greater in microcracked material [Watt et al., 1976].
Since the amplitude of the nonlinear signal is proportional to
the value of the higher-order terms [Hiki and Mukai, 1973],
the larger nonlinear terms in microcracked material should be
reflected in a larger amplitude of the difference frequency
beam. Therefore, using rocks in nonlinear experiments should
enhance the amplitude of the difference frequency beam as
compared with the amplitude generated in uncracked materials. Eventually, we hope to study the nonlinearity of rocks
through experimental observations of the difference frequency
beam amplitude. Such studies could show how effective bulk
and shear moduli vary with pressure.
In presenting experimental observations of the nonlinear
interaction of elastic waves in crystalline rocks, a necessary
first step is to confirm that the observed nonlinearity occurs
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apparatus. Our work has taken two principal directions as a
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result. First, we have investigated a number of different sample
geometries, configurations of acoustic drivers and receivers,
and electronic driving and detection methods in order to produce measurable, verifiable nonlinear effects. The two experimental geometries include (1) those that employ the collinear
mixing of beams and (2) those of a noncollinear type in which
two beams intersect at a predetermined angle. From these
measurements the difference frequency beam, which propagates in a theoretically prescribed direction from the primary
beams, is detected. Second, we have varied the experimental
conditions so that nonlinear signalsarising from wave interactions inside the rock samplescan be differentiated from those
that might arise elsewhere(within amplifiers and transducers
or from surface wave interaction on the sample itself). We use
the terms "nonlinear signal," "difference frequencysignal," and
"Af signal" synonymously throughout the following discussion.

TABLE

Berkeley blue granite
Starlight Black quartz norite

OF COLLINEAR

MIXING

Up,

Us,

km/s

km/s

3.33

2.26

5.67

3.39

the first criterion. We initially used Berkeley blue granite (E1berton, Georgia) for these experiments. The 112-mm-long by
54-mm-wide sample had piezoelectric (PZT) compressional

wave transducersT A and T a at one end and a third compressional wave transducerT c at the other. The transducerswere
coupled to the rock with vacuum grease. Average compressional and shear wave velocities for this rock are 3.33 and 2.26

km/s, respectively,as shown in Table 1. In theseexperiments,
typical wavelengthswere about 3-5 mm; since the transducer
diameters

OBSERVATION

1. Average Rock Velocities

were

either

25 or 40 mm

and

thus

several

wave-

lengths wide, the resulting beams were reasonably well collimated. Grain sizes are about 1 mm, well below typical wave-

Several criteria must be met to determine the origin of a
nonlinear signal and verify that it arisesfrom nonlinear effects lengths.When we drove T A at 1113.81kHz and T a at 1178.51
in the rock. The first criterion is, of course, that the frequency kHz, we observed a difference frequency of 64.6 kHz at T c
of the detectednonlinear signal should equalfx -f2. Accord- with a Nicelet 660A Fast Fourier transform (FFT) frequency
ingly, we searchedfor a signal at the differencefrequencythat analyzer. In fact, using the FFT frequency analyzer, we oboccurred when the frequenciesof the driving transducerswere served that the difference frequency responseindeed tracked
varied. A second criterion is that the amplitude of the differ- the value of f•--f2 when either f• or f2 was independently
encefrequency
beamAa•cshouldbe proportionalto the prod- swept over a broad frequency range.
Using the same experimental configuration, we verified the
uct of the amplitudes of the driving signals [Jones and Kobett,
1963; Rolleigh, 1975]. Because these two tests did not neces- second criterion: The amplitude of the difference frequency

sarily distinguishbetweennonlinear signalsoriginating in the
rock and those produced in the external transducersand electronics or through surface wave interaction, we also checked

signalAa•cshouldbeproportional
to theproductof theampli-

tudes of the two primary beams A• and A 2. Figure 2 shows
the results of the experiment, which demonstrate the linear
relation between the observed input and output amplitudes;
for directional effects. That is, when two collinear beams interact in the rock, the difference frequency beam should have a A• and A 2 were varied independently,and the receivedamplidegreeof collimation approximatingthat of the driving beams tudes were plotted against the product of the amplitudes ap[Welsby, 1970; Rollei•7h,1975]. Hence our third criterion was plied to the rock. Becausewe suspecteda nonlinear signal
originating in the driving transducersT A and T a, we checked
directionality of the difference beam.
Figure 1 is a diagram of the test apparatus used to verify theseresults using a secondconfiguration in which the driving
transducers were placed at opposite sides of the sample (T
and T c in Figure 1), and signalswere detectedwith T A. In this
TRANSMISSION/DETECTION
TRANSDUCERS
case, if the mixing were taking place inside the rock sample,
TA
most of the mixing should have occurred near the center of
Tc
the sample. Therefore, if the signal originated in the rock, the
amplitude of the difference frequency signal should approxiOscillators
mately reflect the amplitude lossesof the primary beams traveling to the rock center and the difference frequency beam

Ts•

!• Low-Pass
!
Spectrum

J

Ref.Freq.
[
J

travelingfrom the rock centerto the detectingtransducer
is proportional to A• times A2). However, if the nonlinear
signal arose from mixing in the transducer,its amplitude
should be decreasedby about the same amount of loss suffered by the primary beam across the sample becausethe
input signalfrom T c must first traversethe rock beforeinteracting with T a. The primary beam amplitude loss acrossthe
sample was about 34 dB. The observeddifferencefrequency
signal, however, was only about 4 dB lower than that in the

ßFreq.

ßCounter

first case,thus demonstrating that the detected Af signal originated in the rock. This experiment also excludedthe possibility that the nonlinear signal was created in the associated
electronics and was beamed into the sample. That is, if the
difference frequency had been produced in the electronics,atFig. 1. Configuration for collinear parametric experiments.For a tenuating would have causeda larger signal to occur when the
given experiment,any two of transducersT^, T B,or T c were used as detecting and driving transducerswere face to face than when
drivers,while the third transducerwas usedas a detector.In all cases,
two compressional
waveinputsproducea compressional
waveat the the detector and driver were at opposite'ends of the rock. In
fact, the oppositeobservationwas made, which indicatesthat
difference frequency.

•[•_OscilloscQ•
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less rapidly. To test the amplitude proportionality criterion
using this sample, we inserted a 10-dB attenuator between the

I

power amplifiers and the fx transducer, which reduced the
amplitude of the Af signal level by about 10 dB. Inserting a
second 10-dB attenuator into channel 2 gave a further drop of
10 dB, thus fulfilling the criterion.
Tests of the third criterion, directionality, for which we used
the collinear configuration shown in Figure 1, were more difficult. Reflections of both primary and difference frequency
beams from the sample walls affected beam width, and con-

-70

tacts between

-90

-30

-20

-10

the detector-transducer

and the rock were diffi-

cult to reproduce. Contact reproducibility is important because the Af beam amplitude must be measured at several
points away from the theoretically predicted angle of peak
amplitude. If the contacts are not reproducible, this measure-

-80

C

A 1 * A 2, dBV

ment could be inconclusive. Therefore, to test the third cri-

Fig. 2. Linear dependenceof the amplitude of Af on the product
of the input amplitudes.Accuracy of measurementsis better than ___
2
dB V.

terion, we carried out a second set of experiments using noncollinear geometries.
NONCOLLINEAR

the nonlinear signal was produced in the rock and not in the
associatedelectronics.The oscillators driving T B and T c were
switched in this configuration to be certain that neither was
transmitting an electronicallyproduced nonlinear signal.
As a further test of the amplitude proportionality criterion,
we conducted another experiment to measure signal intensities
using an Ithaco 393 lock-in analyzer in place of the spectrum
analyzer shown in the Figure 1 configuration. Two oscillators

BEAM MIXING

MEASUREMENTS

In this section we provide evidence that the nonlinear interaction occurs within the rock by demonstrating that certain
selection rules governing the nonlinear interactions are
obeyed. dones and Kobett [1963] and Taylor and Rollins
[1964] derived the nonlinear wave equation and determined
selection rules for the general case of two collimated, monochromatic plane wave beams interacting at arbitrary angles in
produced primary frequenciesf• and f2 at T^ and TB; f•, f2, a homogeneous isotropic material. Five possible interactions
and Af across the rock were detected with a third transducer exist between P and P, S and S, or S and P waves that
T c. A frequencycounter suppliedexact valuesof frequencies, produce a wave at either a difference or a sum frequency.
and the lock-in amplifier was used as a narrow-band detector Table 2 lists the selection rules for the two cases relevant to
precisely at the difference frequency. The reference frequency this work, which are two longitudinal primary waves producing a transversewave at the differencefrequencyand a longifor the lock-in amplifier was supplied by mixing the primary
frequenciesusing a separatemixer and preamplifier. As a rep- tudinal and transverseprimary wave producing a longitudinal
resentativecase,usingsignalsf• - 480.28 kHz and f2 = 536.77 wave at the difference frequency.
The selection rules define the permissible interaction geomekHz (f2 --f• - 56.49kHz), we obtainedthe receivedamplitude
ratio A•f(peak-peak)/[A• + A2(peak-peak)]
= 3.1 x 10-3. At try for the generation of a nonlinear difference frequency
these amplitude levelsit was necessaryto check any nonlinear signal at a given frequency ratio f2/f• and at given wave
contributions arising from intermodulation within the lock-in speeds
%/%. Oncetwo frequencies
are chosenfor a material

amplifier. The ratio of the intermodulation to the sum of the
received primary amplitudes was separately measured to be
0.17 x 10-3, only 6% of the ratio measuredat the receiver
transducer. As expected, when a long sample (406 x 90 x 90
mm) was used, the primary beams were more attenuated than
the difference beam, and the amplitude ratio rose to 11.5
x 10-3. The amplituderatio increasedbecausethe difference
frequency beam was lower in frequency and thus attenuated
TABLE

2.

Selection

withknown%/%,theinputandoutputanglesrequiredfor the
formation of the nonlinear beam are prescribed. The finite
beam width, however, permits an angular range over which
the output beam can be detected. A graphical representation
derived from the selection rules for two input compressional

wavesis shownin Figure3 for a samplewith %/% = 1.67.As
an example, if the two primary frequenciesare 1000 and 610
kHz, respectively, then the angle between the primary beams

Rules for Two Interaction

Cases
Plane

of

S Wave

Interaction

P(roi) + P(to2)--• S(to1 -P(tol) + S(to2)-• P(tol -- to2)

cos tp

1

(1- c2)(a2 q- 1)
2ac2

a(1 -- c2)
c + -2c

tan 7

--a sin tp
1 -- a cos tp
--a sin tp
c -- a cos tp

Polarization

k• -- k2 - k3
k• -- k2 - k3

P and S refer to longitudinal and transversewaves,respectively;to is the angular frequency;tp is the
anglebetweenk• and k2; and 7 is the anglebetweenk• and k3, wherek•, k2, and k3 are the propagation
directions
shownin Figure4; a is thefrequency
ratiof2/f•; andc is the velocityratio %/%. For thesetwo
interactioncases,all shearwavesare polarizedin the plane formed by k• -- k2 -- k3 [Taylor and Rollins,
1964; Jones and Kobett, 1963]. Note that case P + P-• P, which is usually used in acoustic applications
such as sonar, is collinear.
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-20

tively. Starlight Black had a 5.3% P wave velocity variation
and a 5.6% $ wave variation in three perpendicular directions
about means of 5.67 and 3.39 km/s, respectively (Table 1); the

averagemeasuredv•,/v•was 1.67.We useda lessanisotropic

rock than Berkeley blue in this case because anisotropy
tended to enhance beam spreading, thereby complicating the
-40
•
O 5O
observation. Transducers with fundamental frequencies of 250,
500, and 1000 kHz were used in our experiments,performed at
-'6- ,:o
frequenciesof 150-1000 kHz.
-60
3O
As in the collinear experiments, there was the possibility
-70
2O
that nonlinear interactions could take place within the electronics or, in this experiment, through surfacewave interac-80
10
tion between primary transducers and then be transmitted
0
'
into the rock. We performed experiments to verify that the
, .; , .5, • .6i
.3
.7
.8
.9
1 -90
observeddifferencefrequencywas produced in the geometry
FREQUENCY RATIO, f2/fl
given by the selectionrules, thus demonstrating that the nonFig. 3. Curves for the P + P--, S casederived from the selection linear interaction originated within the rock. If the difference
rules showing the interdependenceof input angle •p, output angle 7,
frequency was created in the electronics or transducers, the
-30

-.

4,.....
-5o

and frequency
ratio a for vt,/vs-- 1.67.Linesshowinputand output

anglesfor a frequencyratiof2/f• of 0.61. Plan view of beam geometry spatial dependencepredictedby the selectionrules would not
have been observed.

is shown in Figure 4.

•p is 39ø and the output angle 7 is -36 ø as shown by the lines
in Figure 3. (See Figure 4 for a diagram showing these angles.)
Figure 4 illustrates the experimental configuration used for
the general case of intersecting beams. The two primary
acoustic inputs were PZT transducersthat were independently
driven by two separatefunction generatorswhosesignalswere
amplified by separate power amplifiers. The function generators produced continuous monochromatic sine waves, and
the signal at the difference frequency was detected by a third
transducer connected to the spectrum analyzer. The transducer was bonded to the sample with phenyl salicylate. The
sample used was "Sealmark Starlight Black" (trademark belonging to the Rock of Ages Company, Barre, Vermont), a
quartz norite from Belfast, South Africa. This quartz norite is
less anisotropic than Berkeley blue, which has an approximately 37% and 17% P and $ wave velocity variation, respec-

For the following experiments,we departed from the cylindrical sample geometry and cut the rock specifically for the
interaction case P + P--} $, where frequency ratio a = 0.61,
•p=39 ø, and 7=-36ø,
and the P+S--} P case, where
a- 0.36, 7 = 38ø, and 7 = -35ø. This sample geometry was
used so that the transducerscould be attached to planar faces
on the rock to improve bonding and bond reproducibility.
The sample is shown in the inset of Figure 5, and sample
dimensions are noted in the Figure 5 caption. Typical wavelengths are 5-50 mm, much smaller than the sample dimensions, and grain size is again of the order of 1 mm. In the
initial experiment, •b and 7 were 39ø and -36 ø, respectively,
for two compressional wave sources. These are the angles
shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 also shows that the peak ampli-

tude of the wave should occur at a =f2/fx =0.61. Furthermore, as noted in the selectionrules (Table 2), the nonlinear signal should be a shear wave polarized in the propagation

plane kx-k2-k3 shownin Figure 4. We heldfx at 610 kHz and
constantinput voltage, while f2 (also at constantinput volt-

Spectrum
Analyzer

age) was swept from 220 to 510 kHz. From the selectionrules
we expectedthat whenf2 gave the correct frequencyratio of
FREQUENCY f2 (kHz)

500

10/

'

/

K, K3 SI ]!

•X•

•"'• I

/

I
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100

0

•p,•II!t !i

I•11 I I i• r

iI
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.....f2

I

'
Generator

300',

' I ',,''1
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.

I
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1

I
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Oscilloscope

I,
Generator

600

øo '

2

Generator

Fig. 4. Block diagram of experimentalconfiguration.The k•, k2,

"

•1

I

'

Fig. 5. Linear amplitude dependenceof the Af beam on the
changein f2 (or Af). Peak amplitudeshouldoccurat a =f2/f• = 0.6
for the geometry(arrow). The dashedline showsthe receivedamplitudeoff2. The data gapnearAf = 300 kHz is dueto the overlapoff2

and k3 are wavepropagationdirections,
and •pand 7 showrelation- and Af on the spectrumanalyzer. Inset showsthe sample geometry
shipsof the interactiongeometry.The P and S referto compressional used in this and following experiments; sample dimensions are
and shear waves, respectively.
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x 284

x 160 min.
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f2/fl(at peak) = 0.61

fl = 500 kHz

(at peak)= 0.61

fl : 600 kHz

a,

0.6

i

0.8

FREQENCYRATIO,f2/fl

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Vp/V
s = 1.67

P+ s--,--P

f2/fl(at peak) = 0.36

Fig. 6. Frequencyratio dependence
of Aas: first, sweeping
f2
while fx is held constant(solid line); second,sweepingfx while f2 is
held constant(dashedline). Peak responseat fx = 600,f: = 366 kHz,
f:•/fx = 0.61 (arrow). Amplitude units are linear.

--

f2 = 216 kHz

.....

f2 = 252 kHz

0.61 for this geometry,the amplitude of the Af signal should
have been a maximum. Asf2 was increasedor decreasedaway
from this ratio, the Af signalamplitude should have decreased
since the selection rules indicate that if the frequency is
0

changed,
somust•band 7 changefor maximumAaf. Figure5
shows the results of this experiment.The output amplitude of
both the differencefrequency(solid line) and f2 (dashedline)
was recorded at 5-kHz increments through the sweep interval.
The maximum amplitude of the A f signal did indeed occur at
a = 372/610 = 0.61, Af= 238 kHz. Note that the proportionality between the amplitude of the differencefrequencysignal
and the product of the amplitude of the primary beams only
holds for the predictedgeometryderived through the selection

rules.Thus the amplitudeoff 2 (dashedline) is independentof
the responseof the differencefrequencysignal. In addition, if

I

0.0

I

i

0.2

0.6

I

i

0.8

FREQUENCYRATIO,f2/fl
Fig. 7. Frequencydependence
of Aas for two interactioncases
given in Table 3. Note that each caseshowsthe same dependenceon

frequencyratio. The a =f:•/fx is the ratio for which the maximum
amplitude of the differencefrequency should be obtained (arrows).
Amplitude units are linear.

as that used for the preceding experiment. Second, to show
that the result was independent of the particular case of wave
interaction(as theory predicts),we repeatedthe experimentfor

the differencefrequencyresponsehad originated from surface

P q- S--• P, wherea = 252/700= 0.36 at peak Aaf. Here f2

wave interaction or intermodulation in electronics, we would

was held at 252 kHz, and f• was sweptbetween300 and 1000
kHz. Finally, to again demonstrate the independenceof frequency range for a given frequency ratio, for P q- S-• P
where a - 216/600 - 0.36, we heldf2 at 216 kHz and sweptf•

have expectedthe Afsignal responseto be proportional to the
receivedamplitude of f2 rather than to the predicted peak
response.The extremelyvariablef2 amplitude is due to constructive and destructive interference effects produced by the
sample size and geometry,plus the effect of changesbetween
nodal and antinodal position of source and receiver as frequency changes.
We also demonstrated that a similar responsewas observed
when the roles off• andf2 were reversed.The plot in Figure 6
shows the signal amplitude of the Af signal versus the frequencyratio for both experiments,i.e., holdingf• constantand
sweepingf2 (dashedline) and holdingf2 constant and sweepingf• (solidline).The resultswerenearly identical;both peaks
in the amplitude of the Afsignal occurred at a frequencyratio
of approximately 0.61, and the shapesof the curves match
very well, indicating nearly identical amplitude responsesin
each case. This responsecould only appear if the difference
frequencywas producedwithin the intersectionvolume of the
primary beamsin the rock.
As noted, the selection rules state that for a given input
angle •b or a given output angle 7 the frequencyratio for the
maximum amplitude of the nonlinear signal is fixed. Therefore, to show that the above observation was independent of
frequencyas long as the frequencyratio remained constant,
we repeatedthe frequencysweepexperimentby holdingf• at
500 kHz and sweepingf2, where the frequencyratio a at peak
amplitude for this geometry was 305/500=0.61 for the
P q- P-• $ case.We used the same geometrical configuration

between 250 and 1000 kHz. For these latter two experiments,
•band 7 were 38ø and -35 ø,respectively.

Results for the first of these experimentstogether with results from the initial experiment (Figure 5), are shown in
Figure 7a; resultsfor the secondand third experimentsare in
Figure 7b. Pertinent information for each curve is given in
Table 3. Most importantly, Figure 7 indicates that we could
exclude the formation of the Af signal anywhere but in the

rock. Otherwise,the peak responseof /lay would not have
occurred at the predicted frequencyratio a in each of these
cases.In addition, as the selection rules predict, the formation
of the Af beam in the rock formed independently of input

frequenciesfor a given frequencyratio and geometry; this
result was observed in both interaction

cases.

The actual beam width could not be determined

from the

curvesin Figures 5-7. Accordingly,in a further experimentwe
TABLE 3. FrequencyDependenceof Aay for Two Interaction
Cases

Case
P
P
P
P

+ P--•
+ P--•
+ S-•
4- S-•

S
S
P
P

a

f•, kHz

f:•, kHz

Symbolin Figure 7

0.6
0.6
0.36
0.36

600
500
swept
swept

swept
swept
252
216

solid line, Figure 7a
dashed line, Figure 7a
solid line, Figure 7b
dashedline, Figure 7b
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ANGULAR

DEPENDENCE OF Af:

3. The directional dependence of the amplitude of the difference frequency beam was demonstrated in noncollinear ex-

f2/fl= 0.36 AT PEAK
I

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

perimentsby sweepingeitherf• or f2 away from the correct
p + S--•,- P

frequency ratio for computed angles of interaction. In these
latter experiments, a peak amplitude in the Af signal was
observed at the expected frequency ratio for the appropriate
geometry and interaction case, and the amplitude decreased
away from this peak. Furthermore, we observed a decrease in
the amplitude of the Af signal by moving the output transducer away from the theoretically predicted peak while leaving
the frequency ratio unchanged.
4. Finally, we observed the predicted polarity dependence
of the Afsignal amplitude.

fl = 600 kHz
f2= 216 kHz

o
-lOO

-40
I - •10, -(•0 ....

DIFFERENCE

-20

ANGLE

I 0I I 2101140 li01•101
FROM

PREDICTED

lOO

PEAK, DEG

Fig. 8. Angular dependence of the amplitude of Af measured
from the predicted angle of 7- -35ø. The plus indicates amplitude
measurement of Af signal at 90ø polarization. Amplitude units are
linear.

measured the directionality of the difference frequency wave
for the P d-S--• P case by moving the receiving transducer
__60ø from the calculated angle 7. At each location we observed the amplitude of the Af signal on the spectrum analyzer.
The angular variation in the observedamplituderesponseis
shown in Figure 8. The difficulty of duplicating transducer
bonds is reflectedin the roughnessof the curve, as are focusing
effectsfrom cornersin the noncylindricalrock sample,e.g.,the

The generalconclusionis that nonlinearinteractionof elastic wavescan occur in a heterogeneousmaterial such as rock
and that the strongelasticnonlinearityof suchmaterialsmay
prove useful.For example,the Af signalmay be of use as a
seismicsourcein geophysical
explorationapplications.Of academicinterestis the applicationof the techniqueto the study
of nonlinear propertiesof rocks.
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An additional test was made with the configuration shown
in Figure 5. Since the polarization direction of the shear wave
must be in the plane formed by the wave vectors k•-k2-k 3

[Taylor and Rollins, 1964], the shear wave input f2 was polarized in the plane perpendicular to the plane formed by

k•-k2-k3 to seeif the Af signaldecreasedin amplitude.The
cross at zero degrees in Figure 8 shows that the measured
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CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated

that the nonlinear

interaction

of two

elastic waves creates a wave at the difference frequency in two
types of crystalline rock.

1. The differencefrequencytrackedf•-f2
where the primary frequencyf• or f2 was swept over a large frequency
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range.

2. Experiments clearly showed that the amplitude of the
differencefrequencywas proportional to the product of the
amplitudes of the primary driving frequencies.
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